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THE GREAT DEBATE



Let's watch this video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=r05Yea1EXns

Noye
s or noYES

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r05Yea1EXns


No

Romances vs. Love Stories

No No

No No



No

How about a Compromise?
Happy For Now?

No No

No No



TRUE

False

Writing Happily Ever After



Tr

ue
or False

Myth: The HEA Is
All About Ending
With A Wedding



Tr

ue
or False

Myth: The HEA Is
All About the Boy



Tr

ue
or False

Myth: The HEA Is
So Old Fashioned



Tr

ue
or False

Myth: The Goal of
the HEA Is Being
Coupled-Up



Slowly, Prince Pascal reached out. I put
my right foot into his hand. He untied the
laces of my sturdy, sensible shoe, then
eased it off and set it gently on the
ground. In its place, he slid on the slipper
made of glass. “Marry me,” he said.
“Please say that you will marry me,
Cendrillon. Love me. Let me love you.”
“Yes,” I said. “Yes to all of it.” He leaned
forward then, and kissed me for the
second time. And as he did, I felt a band
around my heart, one I had grown so
accustomed to holding it in place that I
no longer noticed its presence, open up,
loosen its hold. 

And as it did, my heart flew free. Behind us,
at the head of my mother’s grave, the dead
tree gave a moan. Catch- ing me to him,
Pascal sprang up. With a great crack, the
blackened bark split open. A great trembling
seized the tree’s every limb, and then the
bark peeled back like the skin of an onion.
revealing strong new bark beneath,
glimmering pale and fresh in the moonlight.
The whole tree seemed to give itself a shake,
its limbs reaching upward as if stretching
after a dream of standing motionless for
far too long. 



And then, in a rush so full and joyous it
almost made a sound, every single branch
burst into bloom. Our eyes were filled with
the sight of blossoms of pure silver, our
noses with a scent as sweet as honey. “This
is why they say love stories end ‘happily
ever after,” I whispered. For sure- ly, if this
was anything, it was the power of true love.
The power to bring life and hope where none
had been before. Hand in hand, Pascal and I
left my mother’s garden and walked back to
the front of the house. 

As we approached, the candles I had placed
in all the downstairs win- dows flickered,
and then went out. And that is how I knew
the truth. My story had been given the start
of its happy ending at the very same time in
which it had first begun: just before
midnight. The tree above my mother’s grave
grew and bloomed as the love Pascal and I
shared together did, every single day for the
rest of our lives. It is blooming there still, for
all I know. For Old Mathilde had the right of
things. True love never dies.

- Before Midnight by Cameron Dokey



WRITING HAPPY
FOR NOW

 



He nodded his head towards the patio, and I followed him outside. From behind me, Nero wrapped his arms around my

waist. It was still something I had to get used to, but I was willing to begin the adaptation process as soon as possible.

“Where were we? Oh, right. Protocols. This is going to be a thing.” 

He squeezed me tight. “I think I want this on our list.” 

“I’m amenable to that.” 

“And maybe I’ll call you baby.” 

“No. With no room for discussion.” 

“No? Fine. What about honey?” 

“Also no.” 

“I’ll think of something. Good thing you’re not a lawyer. This would be probably be way more complicated than it is.” 

“I have arguments against that, but I think I’ll fold for now.” Nero let go and turned me around to face him. “There’s

something I forgot to tell you. I actually have news too. You’re not the only who has things happening in your life.” 

“Tell me.” 

“Well.” I noticed he stood up taller and squared his shoulders. “I have a real job now.” 

“You have a real job. In Lab is a real job.” 



He lifted a finger to shush me. “Yes, but this is a real job that makes me feel like a real person. I can actually move out

of the attic and into a real apartment. Go ahead. Ask me.” 

“Fine. What is this real job that makes you feel like a real person with the capacity to move out of the In Lab attic and

into a real apartment?” 

“You are now looking at the art director of rising indie record label East Dragon Records. Go ahead. Congratulate me.” 

“Congratulations.” He slipped his arms around my waist. 

“And then now you kiss me. As a reward.” 

“I’m not so sure about this kind of operant conditioning. It’s a dangerous form of behavior modification. Rewarding

your behavior with positive reinforcement—” 

“I love it when you talk nerdy to me.” 

“You’re so weird.” I pulled him by the collar of his shirt and kissed him. 

“There’s one thing I’ve been dying to say, though,” Nero said between kisses. I did not need to be told again. 

“What is it?” 

“Tomorrow morning, you and me.” He grinned. 

“My lab or yours?” 



So what was the conclusion of the Boyfriend Experiment? Based on my findings, there seems to be no generalizable

protocol to finding the perfect match. What I learned was that there is a kind of chemistry that I could not replicate

inside a laboratory. A sequence of events that I would have no way to predict because love never happens the way you

want it to. The irony is that because I have fully committed to living my life as a scientist, I’ve failed to see my own

flaws. I have denied my own feelings and felt shame towards my own emotions for so long, I have failed to recognize

the signs. All this time I had considered love and, in effect, myself, as a problem to be solved. When I should have

thought of myself as a human being who needed to love and be loved in return. In conclusion, there is no conclusion.

Because the truth is, when it comes to love, no one really knows what they’re doing. And I think I’m going to be okay

with that. 

The End

- Beginner's Guide: Love and Other Chemical Reactions by Six De Los Reyes



“Come for me, D.” Jared pushes another finger inside of me, and with just those two fingers I already feel stretched wide
open. It’s too much, too good, and ohhhhhh— My lips part. Jared takes my mouth as I come with a cry. Pleasure crashes
over me as my still-shuddering body falls against him. I feel Jared’s lips brush against my ears, and I close my eyes. My
brain is starting to function again, but I don’t want it to. It’s starting to ask what the hell I was thinking, actually making
out in a car, of all places, and with Jared, of all people, and on Chinese New Year, of all— “D?” A sensual shiver runs down
my spine at Jared’s soft voice, and I slowly open my eyes to Jared’s gorgeous, unsmiling face. “You belong to me.” Oh. “Say
you know this. You belong to me.” My head starts to spin. “Say it, D.” Say what? His words have smashed my common sense
into pieces, and I can just stare at him. Jared’s gaze narrows. “I guess you need more convincing.” I guess so. Wait. What? I
straighten in panic, stammering, “J-Jared—” His mouth captures mine. Outside the car, the crowd oohs and aahs as a
streak of light zooms up with a piercing whistle just before bursting into an explosion of red and gold. It’s a wonderful
sight, but it barely makes an impression on me. I’m too busy trying not to make the car move as Jared’s fingers start
moving inside of me again. 

- Fireworks by Marian Tee



Conflict  and the Grand Gesture
Yo

ur Act 3



Let's review act 1 and act 2

Let's backtrack a little bit. . .



Introduction of characters
The Meet Cute

Introducing your conflict
One kilig moment

Act One



Preview of their relationship
Imperfections 

Situations that lead to learning
Escalating your conflict
Maybe a second villain?

Act
Two



THE RIGHT
ENDING FOR
YOUR STORY

 



Setting the end scene
for young adult stories

Young adult stories can't end in sex scenes.
Maybe in a prom or in a park?
It may end in a promise.
It may end in a sweet kiss.
Keep it subtle, short and sweet.



Setting the end scene
For New Adult / Contemporary Romance

It may end in a wedding
It may end under the sheets
It may end with a proposal
Or simply a sweet dialogue in an unexpected location
Going back where they started
etc...



"the end" checklist:

Dialogue
Growth / progress (going to the next level)
Read your title again and tie it there
A kiss or a hug?



Optional checklist

Making love scene (not sex scene)
Ambiance: Fireworks, rain, etc.
Children running around/ getting pregnant
The ring
Realizations
The ultimate kilig moment



The Kilig moments

Kilig is always emotional and it's different for
different people. Remember what makes you
kilig may not mean kilig for another person. 

 
Get a beta reader!



Now, let's
have a look

at your
Ending


